AT THE
DOCTOR!
Situation: Jane is unwell and visits
the doctor.

At The
Doctor
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Doctor: Hi, what’s wrong?
Jane: I feel unwell and keep vomiting all the time.
Doctor: How long have you felt like this?
Jane: Nearly two days. It started just before going to bed the day before yesterday.
Doctor: Let me examine you. I will press on your stomach to see if it hurts and then
listen to your heart.
Jane: Ok. It doesn’t hurt when you press my stomach. I just feel tired.
Doctor: Ok. Did you eat anything different from usual before you started to feel this
way?
Jane: Yes my boyfriend cooked dinner for me. He isn’t a very good cook and the food
tasked a bit strange.
Doctor: You’ve got food poisoning. It is not very serious and you should be better in
another day.
Jane: Oh dear, what should I do.
Doctor: You need to drink lots of water and get plenty of rest.
Jane: Ok, thank you doctor.
Doctor: You’re welcome. If you are not better in 48 hours come and see me again.

Conversation2
Situation: Andrew does not have an appointment and needs to see the doctor
urgently.
Andrew : Cough, cough. I’d like to see the doctor please.
Receptionist: Do you have an appointment and what’s your name?
Andrew : No I don’t have an appointment. My name is Andrew Jones. I’m registered
as a patient of Doctor Crow.
Receptionist: Doctor Crow is making house calls all morning and all the other doctors
have a full schedule of appointments all morning. Make an appointment and come
back tomorrow.
Andrew : Surely there must be something today. I really am very ill. I feel awful.
Receptionist: Someone might cancel an appointment. You can sit and wait if you
want to.
Receptionist: Mr. Jones, the doctor will see you now. Please go to consulting room
number 3.
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Doctor: Good morning Mr. Jones. What is wrong?
Andrew: Morning. I feel very ill. I am coughing and sneezing, I have feel hot and cold all
the time and eating makes me feel sick.
Doctor: Let me take your temperature. How long have you had the symptoms?
Andrew: They started about a day ago.
Doctor: Yes your temperature is very high. You have the flu. You’ll have to go home and
stay in bed until it gets better. Drink lots of water.
Andrew: Can you give me some medicine?
Doctor: I can give you something to reduce your fever but you just need to get bed rest. I
will write you a prescription and you can collect the medicine from the pharmacy.
Andrew: Ok, thank you.
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Accident and emergency - A department in a hospital to treat urgent cases.
Ache - A pain that is often at a low level but constant, often in a joint.
Allergy - A reaction to something that causes a rash or other symptoms, e.g. peanut allergy.
Antibiotics - A type of medicine that is used to treat infections by bacteria. (noun)
Appointment - The specific time and place of a meeting between people, e.g. with a doctor.
Bacteria - Very small organisms that can cause illnesses.
Bed rest - To stay in bed until better.
Better - To have stopped being ill, to have recovered.
Casualty - A department in a hospital to treat urgent cases. (British English)
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Chemist - A place, or shop, where medicines are kept, prepared and sold.
Cold - An illness of the nose and throat that is caused by a virus.
Consulting room - The room where a doctor meets with patients in private.
Cough - To empty the lungs of air quickly and often noisily.
Cure - To make a person better when they have an illness.
Cut - Damage to the skin, often not deep or serious.
Dehydrated - To not have enough water in the body.
Diagnosis - To look at the patient’s symptoms and decide what is wrong with them.
Disease - Something that causes a person’s health to be bad.
Doctor - A person trained to treat ill people.
Emergency room (ER) - A department in a hospital to treat urgent cases.
Examine - The process of studying a patient to see what is wrong.

Get reFever - To have a high temperature. (noun)
Flu - A viral disease that causes a high temperature. (noun)
Food poisoning - An infection in the stomach from eating food that was not properly prepared (often not
cooked enough). (noun)
General Practitioner (GP) - A doctor that works in a surgery in the local community and not a hospital. Is not a
specialist in one area but can treat all illnesses. (noun)
Headache - A pain in the head. (noun)
Health - The concept of how a person’s body is. (noun)
Health center - A building where GPs and nurses work. (noun)
Hospital - A place where patients go when they are too ill to stay at home so they can have 24 hour a day
care. (noun)
House call - When a doctor visits patients in their home rather than them going to see the doctor in the
surgery. (noun)Ill - To have a disease or health problem. (adjective)
Illness - Something that causes a person’s health to be bad. (noun)
Infection - When the body is being attacked by a bacteria, fungus or virus. (noun)ady to give up some sleep

Joint - Where two bones join and there is movement, e.g. elbow, knee, wrist.
Medicine - Something to make an ill person better.
Nurse - A person who looks after people who are ill.
On-call - When a doctor has to be available to see patients, often at nighttime.
Patient - Someone who is being treated by a doctor or is in a hospital.
Pharmacy - A place, or shop, where medicines are kept, prepared and sold.
Poorly - To have a disease or health problem.
Practice - A local doctor’s place of work.
Prescription - A written note from a doctor saying what medicine is to be given to the patient.
Rash - Red marks on the skin, often caused by an allergy.
Receptionist - A person who answers telephones and makes appointments.
Recover - To stop feeling ill.

Refer - When a doctor sends a patient to see a different doctor, often a specialist.
Registered - A person who is listed as being allowed to treat sick people.
Sneezing - To send air out of the nose often in a violent and loud way.
Specialist - A doctor that only treats one type of illness or problem,
e.g. heart specialist. Surgery (UK) - A building where a GP works and patients can visit them.
Symptoms - The signs of an illness, e.g. fever, cough, sneezing.
Test results - Detailed information about a patient’s illness.
Treat - To try to cure an illness.

Treatment - What is done to try to make a person better.
Unwell - To have a disease or health problem.
Virus - A very small organism that can cause illnesses.
Vomit - To empty the stomach through the mouth.
Waiting room - A room in a surgery or hospital where patients wait before seeing the doctor.
Well - To not be ill.
Wheelchair - A chair with wheels used to move a person who is too ill to walk.
Wound - Damage to the body, often a cut.

Doctor's
prescription

Capsules

TABLETS OR PILLS
CAPSULES
INJECTION WITH A SYRINGE
INHALER
DROPS

Injection with a syringe

tablets and pills
Drops

Inhaler

GP – general practitioner (family doctor).
My GP said that I am in great shape for my age.
to make an appointment – to arrange a time to see the doctor.
I’ve made you an appointment with the doctor for 3.30 pm on Thursday.
a check-up – a physical examination by a doctor.
Now that I’m over 50, I get a free annual check-up from my doctor.
prescription – written authorisation from a medical practitioner for a patient to be issued
with a medicine or treatment.
The doctor gave her a prescription for antibiotics to help clear up her chest infection.
phone in sick – to call your workplace to explain that you won’t be attending work due to
illness.
He was so ill after eating the prawn curry for dinner that he had to phone in sick the
following morning.
medical cover / medical insurance – insurance for the cost of medical treatment
I was reluctant to pay for medical cover but was so glad I had when I fell ill with malaria
after a holiday in the tropics.

immunisation - the process of making a person or resistant to an infectious disease,
typically by the administration of a vaccine.
Mass immunisation programmes are highly effective in eradicating many common
infectious diseases.
vaccine – a preparation of organisms administered to stimulate the body's own immune
system to protect the person against infection or disease.
-Modern flu vaccines are so effective that thousands of lives are saved every year in the
UK and free vaccination is offered to everyone over the age of 65.
surgery - the process of cutting open the body and removing or repairing damaged parts.
Sanchez had to undergo emergency surgery after suffering a heart attack.
operation – the act of surgery performed on a patient.
My ankle fracture was so bad that I had to have an operation to repair it.
cure – to eradicate a disease or medical condition.
Millions of children in the developing world die of common illnesses for which there are simple cures

symptom – a physical or mental change to the body that is caused by
illness.
Yang Li had many of the typical symptoms of flu including aching
muscles and a high
fever.
to catch a cold – to get a cold.
There were lots of people coughing and sneezing on the tube this week
so it’s hardly
surprising that I’ve caught a cold.
chesty cough – a cough caused by mucus in the lungs.
Whenever I get a cold it nearly always develops into a chesty cough.
runny nose – a nose that has mucus coming out of it.
I hope that my runny nose is due to the cold weather and not a sign that
I’m coming down
with a cold.
blocked nose – when the nose has excess fluid due to a cold.
A blocked nose is one of the worse symptoms of a cold as it can make it
difficult to breathe

sore throat – when the throat is inflamed causing pain when swallowing.
I find that a drink of honey and lemon helps to soothe a sore throat.
high temperature – when body temperature is high than the average body temperature
ranges of 97°F (36.1°C) to 99°F (37.2°C); often a symptom of illness.
When I was young, my mother only believed my story of feeling ill and not going being
well
enough to go to school if I had a high temperature.
to be sick / to vomit / to throw up – when the contents of the stomach is expelled through
the mouth.
Camilla’s two-year-old son ate six pieces of cake when she wasn’t looking and as then
sick all over the kitchen floor.
Jared drank far too much at the party and threw up on the way home.

diarrhoea – a condition where the body’s solid waste matter becomes more
liquid than
normal and is discharged from the body more often.
- Diarrhoea is considered a minor complaint in the developed world but in
the developing
world, around 1.5 million children a year dies of it mainly due to unsafe
drinking water,

inadequate sanitation and poor hygiene.
splitting headache – a continuous severe pain in the head.
- After a day of intense meetings with the boss and senior managers, Brigit
went home with a splitting headache.to pull a muscle – to overstretch or tear
a muscle causing pain. Anatoly was favourite to win the 100 metres but fell
to the ground in pain after pulling muscle before reaching the finish line.
cuts and bruises – minor injuries. With cuts, the skin is torn but with bruises,
it is not. Lucy got knocked off her bike cycling to work today and was lucky
to get away with just cuts and bruises.

to be under the weather – to feel unwell.
I was so looking forward to the new club’s opening night but didn’t really enjoy it as I was
feeling under the weather.
back on your feet – to be healthy again after a period of illness or injury.
It took my gran a while to get over the effects of her fall but she’s back on her feet again
now.
to be on the mend – to be recovering after ill health.
I suffered from depression after my brother was killed in an accident last year but I’m on
the mend now and beginning to enjoy life again.
to make a speedy recovery – to recover quickly from an ill health.
The doctors said that it was because he was so fit and healthy that he made a speedy
recovery from the operation on his fractured shoulder.
road to recovery – the process of becoming healthy again.They didn’t think she’d survive the bout
of pneumonia with her weak chest but she’s finally on the road to recovery.

clean bill of health – a decision by a doctor that a person is healthy.
Tony changed his lifestyle after suffering from heart problems and has now been
given a clean bill of health by his doctor.
fit as a fiddle – to be in very good health.
I was fed up with feeling tired, full of aches and pains and always getting colds so I
changed my diet and took up running. Now I’m as fit as a fiddle.
to feel washed out – to not have much energy after an illness.
I’m much better than I was but I’m still feeling washed out.

BACKACHE

STOMACHE

headache

flu
sorethroat

fever

Broken arm
Peter had a broken arm.

The baby has got a headache and a slight fever.

Tina has got toothache, so she must go to a dentist.

He suffered a serious injury that obliged him to give up work.

High blood pressure

They did blood tests on him for signs of D vitamin deficiency.

Surgeon

Surgeon
Paramedic
Psychologist
Nurse
ENT doctor
Pharmacist
Consulting doctor
Attending doctor
Duty doctor
Family doctor
Veterinarian
Dentist

Consulting doctor

Pharmacist
Attending doctor

Duty doctor

Nurse
Family doctor
Psychologist

Veterinarian

Dentist
Consulting doctor

Nurse

Dentist: Someone whose job is to treat people’s teeth
Endocrinologist: A specially trained doctor who has a basic training in
Internal Medicine as well.
General practitioner: A medical doctor who treats acute and chronic
illnesses and provides preventive care and health education to patients
Microbiologist: A scientist who studies microscopic life forms and
processes
Nephrologist: A physician who studies and deals with nephrology
Surgeon: A doctor who does operations in a hospital
Obstetrician: A doctor who has special training in obstetrics
ENT Specialist: A surgical subspecialty within
medicine that deals with conditions of the ear, nose, and throat and
related structures of the head and neck
Parasitologist: A scientist who studies parasites and their biology and
pathology, such as the parasitic diseases caused by them
Pathologist: A physician/ medical doctor who
specialises in pathology, which is the diagnosing of disease using
organs, tissue, and body fluids
Pediatrician: A doctor who deals with children and their illnesses
Podiatrist: A doctor who takes care of people’s feet and treats foot diseases
Psychiatrist: A doctor trained in the treatment of mental illness

Medicine List
Solution
Oral rinse
Cough syrup
Antiseptic
Lotion
Decongestant spray
Softgel
Blood
Ointment
Lozenges
Powder
Eye drops
Effervescent tablet
Tablet
Toothpaste
Aspirin
Caplet
Capsule

How do you feel?

I have a headache.
My head hurts!
I am coughing.
I have a runny nose.
I have an earache.
I am sneezing.
I have a stomachache.
I don’t feel well.
I feel dizzy.

I have a sprained ankle.
My skin is itchy!
My eyes are dry.
My leg is sore.
I cut my finger.
I am allergic to…
I have a broken arm.
sprained ankle

broken arm.

allergic

itchy!

cut my finger

dry

leg is sore

Let’s measure your temperature

.
Take this medicine.

Here’s your prescription.

Secretary : Dr. Roberts office. How may I help you?
Patient
: Hi. I’d like to make an appointment.
Secretary : When would you like to come in?
Patient : Tomorrow.
Secretary:What kind of problem are you having?
Patient : I have a bad headache.
Secretary:Ok, let me help you schedule something.
Could you come in tomorrow at 2:00?
Patient :Yes, that would be fine.
Secretary:Okay, we’ll see you then.
Patient:Thank you. Bye

Could I make an appointment please?I
would like to make an appointment.
I’d like to make an appointment)
I need an appointment for next week

Dr. Smith:Hello, Sasha. How are you feeling today?
Sasha :I don’t feel well.
Dr. Smith:What’s wrong? Can you tell me how youfeel?
Sasha :Well, I have a terrible headache.
Dr. Smith:Hmm...Anything else? Does your throat hurt?
Sasha :Yes, it hurts a little. I have a cough too.
Dr. Smith:Do you have a fever?
Sasha :Yes, I have a low fever.
Dr. Smith:It sounds like you may have the flu.
Sasha :Oh, that’s terrible.
Dr. Smith:Don’t worry. I will give you some medicine and you will feel
better soon.
Sasha :Okay. Can I go to work tomorrow?
Dr. Smith:No. Stay home tomorrow, get some rest, and drink plenty of juice
and water
Sasha :Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. Smith:Okay, take care of yourself and I hope you feel better soon

neurologie
neurology
l’oncologie
oncology

Dr. Barnes: Good morning, Mr. Perez. How are you feeling today?
Mr. Perez: I havea bad sore throat.
Dr. Barnes: When did it start?
Mr. Perez: Three days ago.
Dr. Barnes: Do you have any other symptoms?
Mr. Perez: I have a slight fever.
Dr. Barnes: Okay. I’ll have a look at your throat.I’m going to give you a
prescription for an antibiotic
.Mr. Perez: How often should I take it?
Dr. Barnes: Take one pill three times a day for seven days. You’ll probably
start to feel better in a couple of days.
Mr. Perez: Thank you, Doctor Barnes.

l’urologie
urology
la chirurgie
esthétique
plastic surgery
l’endocrinologie
endocrinology
l’orientation
d’un patient
referral
la pathologie
pathology
l’analyse
test
le résultat
result
le spécialiste
consultant

Doctor: Good morning,
Mr. Perez.How are you feeling today?
Patient:I have a bad sore throat.
Doctor:When did it start?
Patient:Three days ago
.Doctor:Is anything else bothering you?
Patient:I have a slight fever.
Doctor:I’ll have a look at your throat. Here’s a prescription for an
antibiotic
Patient:How often should I take it?
Doctor:Take one pill three times a day for seven days. You’ll
probably start to feel better in a couple of days.
Patient:Thank you, Dr. Barnes

Receptionist: Doctor's office. Jane speaking. How can I help you?
Caller: I need to make an appointment with Dr. Harris.
Receptionist: Do you know your chart number?
Caller: No, sorry. It's at home and I'm at work right now.
Receptionist: No problem. What's your name, please?
Caller: George Mason.
Receptionist: Okay Mr Mason. Hold one moment while I grab your
chart, please.
Caller: Sure.
Receptionist: Thanks for waiting. Now, what do you need to see the
doctor about?
Caller: Well, I've been fighting a cold for more than a week, and I think
I might have a chest infection or something. My cough is getting worse
each day.
Receptionist: Hmm. Doctor Harris is off tomorrow. Do you think it can
wait until Wednesday?
Caller: Oh, I was really hoping to get in today or tomorrow in case I
need some antibiotics. Maybe I'll have to go to the walk-in-clinic
instead.
Receptionist: Actually, we had a cancellation for 2:00pm today if you
can get away from the office.
Caller: Gee, it's almost 1:00pm already. I think I can make it if I leave
right now.
Receptionist: We're running a bit behind schedule, so you can probably
count on seeing the doctor around 2:30.
Caller: That's great. Thanks for fitting me in.
Receptionist: No problem, Mr. Mason. We'll see you in an hour or so.
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